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U ntil relatively recently, most discussion of change in the British class structure* has been carried on in terms of (i) shifts in the occupational distribution of the population (ii) the reduction of extreme economic inequalities and (iii) the amount and rate of intergenerational social mobility.
(i) Writers such as Cole, for example, have documented the process whereby technological advance and economic growth have greatly increased the importance of clerical, administrative, managerial and professional employments,' and it has often been noted how in this way the overall shape of the British class structure underwent significant modification from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. A broad range of 'intermediate' strata emerged to bridge the gap between the 'two nations', perceived alike by Engels and Disraeli, of the manual wage workers and the major property owning groups."
(ii) It has been shown how also from the mid-nineteenth century, and again largely in consequence of continuing material progress, the national distribution of income and wealth slowly became somewhat less skewed; and how, eventually, with the aid of developing social welfare services, the problem of mass poverty was overcome.' In this way then, it may be said, the spcn of social stratification in Great Britain was reduced; in other words, the range of differentiation, in basic economic terms at least, became less extended.
(iii) It has been frequently pointed out that as a result of the growing diversification of the occupational structure, the educational system, rather than kinship or 'connection', has come to act as the key agency in allocating inividuals to their occupational rdles; and further, that if for no other reason than the need to utilise talent more efficiently, educational opportunity, in a formal sense at any rate, has been made less unequal. Consequently, the degree of intergenerational * A note on concepts and terminology appears as an appendix to this paper. 133 social mobility, in particular, has tended to increase and in this way the stability of social strata has been in some degree diminished/ On these lines, then, a picture has been built upland it is one which would be generally accepted-of a system of stratification becoming increasingly fine in its gradations and at the same time somewhat less extreme and less rigid.
Of late, however, still further economic progress has resulted in a new factor entering into the discussion-^that of working class 'affluence'. And this has led to the claim being made that in yet another way the British class structure is in process of change. It has been argued by a number of writers that the working class, or at least a more prosperous section of it, is losing its identity as a social stratum and is becoming merged into the middle class. In other words, the contention is that today many manual wage-earning workers and their families are becoming socially indistinguishable from the members of other groups-those of blackcoated workers, minor professionals and technicians, for example,-who were previously their social superiors. ' This, one should note, is to claim a far more rapid and far-reaching change in class structure than any which could ensue from secular trends in occupational distribution, in the overall distribution of income and wealth or in rates of intergenerational social mobility. It is to claim that, in course of their own lifetimes, large numbers of persons are collectively experiencing not only a marked increase in their standard of living but also a basic change in their way of life and in their status position relative to other groups with whom they are in regular contact. There are implied, thus, as well as economic changes, changes in values, attitudes and aspirations, in behavioural patterns, and in the structure of relationships in associational and community life.
Before going on to consider these implications in more detail, one further introductory remark is necessary regarding the political consequences of changes in class structure. The long-term trends of change which were referred to above have all at some time or another been adduced to help explain shifting patterns of party allegiance; notably, of course, the decline in support for the Labour Party over the past decade or more. But it is in particular the thesis of the embourgeoisement^ of the working class that has been invested with political significance, and especially in relation to the third successive electoral defeat of the Labour Party in 1959. For example, in their 134 study of that election, Butler and Rose have argued that the result and the reports from the constituencies which accompanied it, 'make it plain that the swing to the Conservatives cannot be dismissed as an ephemeral veering of the electoral breeze. Long term factors were also involved. Traditional working class attitudes had been eroded by the steady growth of prosperity . . .' In their view, many manual workers are at least 'on the threshold of the middle dass'.' The same theme has been taken up by Labour Party 'revisionists' such as Crosland. 'The swing against Labour' the latter has written 'although quantitatively not large, must be taken seriously because it appears to reflect a long-run trend. Moreover, it seems to be causally related to certain underlying social and economic changes . . . which not merely are irreversible, but are not yet even complete.' The forces of change are 'gradually breaking down the old barriers between the working and middle classes . . .' and Labour's support is dwindling because of a crisis in class identity: 'People who would be objectively classified as working class in terms of occupation or family background have acquired a middle class income and pattern of consumption, and sometimes a middle class psychology."
It is not our purpose here to consider whether or how far the electoral trend apinst Labour is in faa related to processes of irreversible change. It is, however, our view that interpretations of Labour's decline of the kind referred to cannot by any means be regarded as conclusive. In the first place, there are various other ways in which Labour's lack of success at the polls might be accounted for without resorting to the thesis of the worker turning middle class. And secondly, there is the elementary point that before this thesis can be usefuDy introduced as an explanatory factor, it is necessary to have a clear idea of what it is that it states and also, of course, empirical confirmation of its validity. As things stand at present, the requirement of clarity, let alone of proof, has still to be met. The main objective of this paper is to set out certain considerations which may help towards more systematic thinking in this cormection and to indicate some of the directions which research could most usefully take.
II
The chief sociological implications of the argument that the more prosperous of the country's manual wage workers are being assimilated into the middle class would appear to be as follows:
(a) That these workers and their families are acquiring a standard of living, in terms of income and material possessions, which puts them on a level with at least the lower strata vnthin the middle class. Here one refers to certain of the specifically economic aspects of class stratification. (b) Tliat these same workers are also acquiring new social perspectives and new norms of behaviour which are more characteristic of middle class than of working class groups. Here one refers to what may be termed the normative aspect of class. (c) That being essentially similar to many middle class persons in their economic position and their normative orientation, these manual workers are being accepted by the former on terms of social equality in both formal and informal social interaction. Here one refers to what may be called the relational aspect of class. One would have thought it obvious that in any discussion of the thesis of embourgeoisement distinctions on these lines would have been regarded as indispensable. But, in fact, proponents of the thesis have generally chosen to ignore such refinements. Thus, an adequate attempt at empirical validation has been more or less ruled out from the start. For example, Zweig in his recent book. The Worker in an Affluent Society (1961) , advances the claim that large sections of the working class find themselves 'on the move towards new middle class values and middle class existence." Yet this proposition is never explicated in such a way that the findings of Zweig's extensive research could be systematically related to it. What is necessary, in our view, is that the economic, normative and relational aspeas of the matter should each be studied as rigorously as possible, and that any conclusions concerning embourgeoisement should be formed on the basis of research specifically focussed on the problem in this way, rather than being merely ad hoc generalisations drawn from a shapeless mass of data.
The economic and relational aspects of class are the least ambiguous in their meaning and the most readily capable of being investigated in relatively simple ways. We shall, therefore, consider the approach to these aspects first and leave until afterwards the more diflBcult issues which arise in connection vwth the normative aspect.
So far as income levels and the ownership of consumer durables are concerned, comparisons can be made with a fair degree of reliability between the more prosperous section of the working class 136 and middle class groups. Such comparisons have in fact shown that in these respects many manual workers and their families have achieved economic parity, at least, with many members of the lower strata within the middle class." However, the point that we would stress here is that incomes and consumption patterns do not constitute the whole of the economic aspect of class stratification. Such factors as security and prospects for advancement are also relevant; and in this connection the evidence at present available indicates that broad differences remain between manual and non-manual employments. In relation to security, for example, the manual worker is still generally more liable than the non-manual worker to be dismissed at short notice; he is also less likely than the latter to enjoy various occupational fringe benefits, such as sickness pay and pension schemes. In relation to advancement, not only are die non-manual worker's chances of upward occupational mobility significantly greater than those of the manual worker, but in any case the former can often expect his income to rise by calculable increments throughout his working life, whereas the income of the latter is likely to rise very little once he reaches adulthood-save, of course, as a result of general improvements in wage rates gained through collective bargaining.
It is true that certain of the differences in regard to security are steadily being reduced and that the trend in this direction will probably continue. For example, fringe benefits are increasingly being extended to manual workers and it is conceivable that in the fairly near future the security of labour may be significantly advanced in some industries through the negotiation of long-term wage contracts. On the other hand, however, it appears to be often overlooked that so far as promotion is concerned, the chances of the rank-and-file worker rising above supervisory level are, on all the evidence, clearly declining in modem industry." For those who leave non-selective secondary schools at the age of fifteen for a manual occupation, this kind of work is becoming more than ever before a life sentence. The same factors that are making for greater intergenerational mobility-technological progress, increasing specialisation and the growing importance of education in occupational placement-are also operating to reduce the possibility of 'working up from the bottom' in industry, and are thus indirectly re-emphasising the staff-worker dichotomy.
In the discussion of etnbourgemsement so far, considerations of this kind have been largely ignored; chiefiy, it would seem, because 137 the predominant concern with the effects of affluence has directed attention towards incomes and consumption and away from other no less significant correlates of the individual's position and role in the division of labour. It is essential that future research should take these neglected factors into account and attempt to assess their importance. It would be interesting to know, for example, how incomes and consumption pattems of different grades of manual and nonmanual workers would compare if age or number of years in gainful employment were held constant. Again, it would be useful to investigate how far, among manual occupations, those offering the highest level of eamings were also those with the greatest degree of security and best prospects for promotion. The correlation here might well be found to be less than often seems to be assumed in speaking of the 'new' working class." The treatment of the economic aspect of class in the thesis of embourgeoisement is then imconvincing because it is incomplete.
In regard to what we have called the relational aspect of the problem, however, the neglect is more or less total. It does not appear to have occurred to those who argue that the worker is being merged into the middle class that this implies that within communities, neighbourhoods and associations long-standing social barriers are being broken down and that manual workers and their families are being accepted as equals into status groups from the which they, or their kind, were previously excluded. This is all the more serious because such an implication would not be supported by the relevant evidence at present at hand. A variety of studies carried out in different parts of Britain over the last ten years or so have pointed to a marked degree of status segregation in housing, in informal neighbourhood relations, in friendship groups, in the membership of local dubs, societies and organisations and so on. And in all cases the division between manual and non-manual workers and their families has proved to be one of the most salient." It may, of course, be held that very recently and in certain particular contexts-say the New Towns or the suburban areas of newly developed industrial regions-the extent of this segregation has begun to decline. But the point is that so far no evidence of this has been brought forward and, further, that the basic importance of such evidence to the argument concerning embourgeoisement has not, apparently, been recognised. For example, Zweig, in the research referred to earlier, appears to have collected little, if any, information with die specific aim of assessing how far the affluent manual workers he studied-supposedly on the road to 'middle-classness'-were in fact recognised and treated as social equals by, let us say, the white-collar workers with whom they came into regular contact.
In investigating questions of this kind-as one hopes future research on the 'affluent worker' will do-^we would wish to draw attention to the importance of one particular issue which should, perhaps, be made the focal point of enquiry; ±at is, the extent to which differences in status in the occupational or work milieu carry over into community and associational contexts, and exert an influence here on the structuring of social relationships. Within industry, status distinctions and status segregation are generally more explicit and more institutionalised than in most other areas of social life. The line of cleavage ±at is most apparent and most resistant to change is that between manual and non-manual employees-that is, the line between 'shop' and 'office' or 'works' and 'staff'. Basically, the difference here is between those who are placed in essentially subordinate positions within the industrial organisation and those who are to some extent or other associated with the exercise of authority. But related to this is, of course, a whole range of further differentiation chiefly concerning privileges and amenities of various kinds about the plant-<anteens, clubs, time-keeping arrangements, etc. Thus, even the most inferior clerk or technician, who may in fact have a minimal degree of authority, is set apart, both literally and symbolically, from the rank-and-file manual workers. An important question is, therefore, whether outside of the industrial setting this status gap can, under certain conditions at least, be nullified by other factors-similarities of income and life-styles, for example-or whether it is likely to persist as a major barrier to social intercourse on a basis of equality. To what extent does it occur, for instance, that the wages clerk and the welder, who eat in different canteens at lunch time, meet each other with their wives for a drink or a meal together in the evening? Or that the work study man and the machinist, who confront each other on the shop floor, also confront each other across the card table or tennis court?" Finally, in this discussion, one would suggest the possibility that if a high degree of status exclusiveness continues to be a feature of British social life, then working class affluence may tum out to have political consequences the reverse of those usually attributed to it. Political sociologists have noted in a variety of contexts that the 139 development of marked discrepancies between income and status hierarchies tends to be productive of radical attitudes on the part of those who are unable to secure a degree of social recognition commensurate with their economic standing." Indeed, some evidence already exists to suggest that industrial militancy among miners and dockers in Great Britain is in part related to tensions which arise out of a relatively rapid increase in income unaccompanied by any comparable improvement in their status position."
Ill
To neglect what we have termed the relational aspect of class is clearly, then, a serious omission on the part of those who would argue that with the growing prosperity of manual workers, the differentiating and divisive force of class has been weakened. The explanation-though not the justification-of this shortcoming is, we would suggest, that attention has been directed away from class relations as a result of a predominating emphasis upon class 'psychology': in particular, on the changing social values, attitudes and related behavioural norms of certain working class groups. In fact, apart from the statistical data on incomes and consumption, it is on evidence of changes of an attitudinal and normative character that the thesis of working class embourgeoisement largely rests. This evidence, which we must now examine, is of two main kinds: (i) evidence provided by enquiries-some of them field studies-^into the changing pattems of the family and community life of manual workers; and (ii) evidence provided by attitude and opinion surveys of manual workers, in particular those dealing with individuals' own estimations of ±eir class position. We may say at the outset that in our view the arguments put forward on this basis are again generally unsatisfactory ones. The material in question, we believe, has been treated in a far too uncritical manner and does not adequately sustain many of the interpretations that have been placed upon it.
(i) Studies of the 'new' working class way of life have focussed for ±e most part either on workers employed by progressive firms in generally prosperous and expanding industries (as in Zweig's investigation) or on workers and their families recently rehoused, as part of urban redevelopment programmes, in new estates or satellite towns." Both kinds of study have led to many similar conclusions and these are by now sufficiently familiar to be recalled here simply by reference to the following major themes: the decline of the gregar-140 iousness and of the communal form of sociability characteristic of the traditional type of urban working class locality; the emergence, by contrast, of a home-and family-centred mode of existence; the growing preoccupation with money and with the acquisition of material possessions; the emphasis on the welfare of children and the rising aspirations that parents hold for them; and, finally, the increasing concem with status gradations in place of a former sense of commxmal-and class-solidarity. The consistency with which these themes have recurred in recent research leaves little room for doubt that among certain sections of the working class, at least, important changes are taking place in family and community life. The question is, however, whether these changes are indeed so fundamental as has sometimes been made out, and, further, whether they can be validly interpreted as changes in the direction of 'middle-dassness'.
To begin with, we would note that certain of the features of the 'new' working class way of life, which have been frequently commented upon, were by no means entirely foreign to the 'old', or traditional, subculture of the urban working class. For example studies of this subculture have abnost invariably referred not only to the norms of 'friendliness' and 'neighbourliness' but also to the norm of 'keeping yourself to yourself and to the high value set on the privacy of the home." Furthermore, these same studies have often described the existence of status distinctions, most commonly that drawn between 'rough' and 'respectable' families. And among the latter, at any rate, there can be little doubt of the pride customarily taken in a well-kept house and well-tumed-out children." In these respects, at least, then, it is possible, we feel, to exaggerate ±e extent to which affluence, new homes and new communities have changed the normative basis of working class life-significant though the change may be. Residential, and perhaps to a lesser degree occupational mobility have in many cases led to the disruption of the kinship networks and the ties of ltfelong familiarity between persons which gave the older working class areas their 'sense of community'; and this in tum has had the result of forcing the nuclear family into greater self-sufficiency as a unit and its individual members into greater social and psychological interdependence. At the same time, moreover, improvements in housing and incomes have helped greatly towards the generalisation of 'respectability' and towards the heightening of social expectations, aspirations and sensitivities. Neverthe-
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John H. Goldthorpe and David Lockwood less, on the basis of the existing evidence, the totality of this change may be best understood, we would suggest, not as a movement towards 'middle-classness', but rather as a far-reaching adaptation and development of the traditional working class way of life under greatly altered economic and ph5rsical conditions.
A further observation serves to confirm this view. This is that, among the 'new' workers studied so far, certain pattems of social behaviour which could be regarded as characteristically middle class are not generally to be found. Most notably, in this respect, mutual entertainment between couples would appear to be relatively rare. Zweig, for example, states that among the workers he interviewed, visiting between neighbours was in the main discouraged and similarly the entertaining of workmates was little favoured and little practised; home and family absorbed the individual's time and interest." It is strange, one would add, that Zweig does not see here any contradiction of his view of manual workers increasingly adopting a middle class mode of existence. It has also been noted, by Zweig and others, that a further consequence of 'home-centredness' is a marked lack of enthusiasm for joitiing local clubs and societies. Here again, then, there is a divergence from what is at least the generally accepted idea of the nature of middle class sociability. Studies have consistently shown that a relatively high rate of participation in the affairs of voluntary associations is a feature which importantly differentiates middle class from working class life-styles."' It must be the task of future research, we believe, to avoid facile comparisons between working and middle class subcultures and to aim at providing what might be termed 'genotypical' rather than 'phenotypical' analyses of the new life-styles that manual workers and their families are at present creating for themselves." This will entail going beyond the mere surface description of 'home-centredness', 'money-mindedness', 'status-striving' and so on, and seeking some understanding of how the behavioural pattems in question are related to, and take meaning from, the life-histories and life-situations of the individuals and groups concemed. What are also required, of course, are similarly penetrating analyses of middle class life-styles, particularly of ±ose of lower middle class groups which may be reprded as socially adjacent to the more prosperous section of the working class. Only through research on these lines will more significant and rewarding comparisons become possible.
(ii) The evidence of opinion and attitude surveys that have beentaken as relevant to the thesis of embourgeoisement can be briefly summarised as follows. In a number of studies carried out in recent years, and covering relatively large numbers of manual workers, some sizeable proportion of the latter-ranging from io to over 40 per cent-^have in each instance claimed to belong to the middle class.''' In some of the studies, though by no means in all, it has then also been shown how this claim in some degree correlates with other expressions of 'middle classness'-^for example, voting Conservative. On this basis the argument has been advanced that working class consciousness is weakening and that many manual workers are now no longer willing to identify themselves with others in basically the same objective class position, but see themselves, rather, as forming part of a higher social stratum along with white-collar workers, independents and so on. Our criticism of this argument is directed primarily at the method of investigation that is chiefly involved, that is, the attempt to ascertain individuals' perception of their position in the class structure and their class identification by means of a poll-type interview. The inadequacy of this technique was recognised by more methodologically sophisticated students of social class some considerable time ago^*; yet a number of sociologists in this country, at least, continue to apply it and to attach some importance to the results it provides. There are, therefore, grounds for restating here its major deficiencies.
In the first place, it is known that responses to such a question as 'To which sodal class would you say you belonged?' may vary significantly depending on whether the respondent is given a predetermined choice of class categories or whether categorisation is left 'open'.'* Secondly, it is also known that where pre-determined categories are used (which is usually the case), vnde variations can again be produce in the pattem of response according to the particular class designations which are offered-^for example, according to whether 'lower class' is used instead of, or in addition to, 'working class' or not at all." Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, it has become evident that responses to questions on class identification which are nominally similar, and which will thus be grouped together by the investigator, may in fact have very different meanings for the various persons making them. This is because such responses will be influenced not only by the form of question that is put, which can for any given sample be held constant, but also by respondents' own images of their society and of its class structure, which, it is known, tend to be highly variable. Thus, the same question will be answered in terms of many different, and perhaps widely different, frames of reference. For instance, in the case of a manual worker claiming to be 'middle class', it is possible that this statement might mean, among other things, any of the following:
(a) that the respondent does not identify with, and wishes to distinguish himself from, those he sees as forming the lowest strata in society; such as, for example, casual labourers or those on the verge of poverty." (b) that he sees his position as being in the middle of a broadly defined working dass (from an objective point of view) which largely constitutes his own social world; that is to say, he regards himself, for example as being superior to less skilled or less well paid workers but as below such persons as foremen, policemen, garage superintendents and so on." (c) that he feels he is at least the equal of many white<ollar workers, small businessmen, etc. in economic terms-that is, in terms of income and material possessions." (d) that he has aspirations towards a style of life which he realises is at least different from what would usually be thought of as working class.'" or finally (e) that he has a family background which he regards as middle class." With these considerations in mind, then, it can only be concluded that the findings of class identification studies conducted via polltype questioning are of very little sociological value. It would seem virtually impossible to interpret such data in any way that would provide reliable indications of respondents' class awareness or class consdousness; the scope for arbitrary variation and ambiguity is far too great. And certainly, we would daim, there can be no valid basis here for the argument that significant numbers of manual workers are now seeking to present ±emsdves as members of 'authentic' middle class groups, or that they are even aspiring to such membership.
It follows from this, furthermore, that the correlations reported in some studies between 'self-upgrading' among manual workers and other expressions of 'middle classness' must now also be regarded in a doubtful light. Abrams, in recent publications, has made a good deal of his finding that manual workers who regarded themselves as 144 middle class were more likely to vote Conservative, or at least not to vote Labour, than those who regarded themselves as working class. Largdy on this basis he has been prepared to offer confident diagnoses of the Labour Party's present ills and prescriptions for its future health and survival." However, we would point out in this respect, firstly, that the correlation in question is a rather weak one-as Abrams himself recognises"-and, secondly, that for reasons set out above, it is difficult to form any dear idea of its sodological meaning let alone of its political implications." For example, it may well be the case that many of the manual workers who describe themselves as middle dass and who voted Conservative were moved in both instances by much the same set of considerations-that is, considerations of a largely economic character. There is in fact as yet little evidence which would help in deciding how far the Conservative vote of the manual worker (excluding the 'deference' voter) is due to his conception of himself as 'middle class' simply in material terms (the hypothetical 'prosperity' voter), or how far it represents a claim to be accepted as a middle dass person in a full social sense (the hypothetical 'identification' voter). This distinction is, however, of obvious relevance in the assessment of future voting pattems. In a time of economic imcertainty or recession, the 'prosperity' voter might be expected to abandon his support of the Conservative Party, far more readily than would the 'identification' voter." It is our view, then, that if questions of class identification and class norms are to be at all usefully investigated through interview techniques, the pollster's overtiding concem with easily obtainable and easily quantifiable results must be abandoned and an effort made to do justice to the complexity of the issues involved. Research has in faa already been carried out which gives a promising lead in this respect. In particular, one would cite here the studies of Popitz in Germany, of Willener in Switzerland and of Bott in England, which, although conducted entirely independently of each other, are essentially comparable both in their approach and their findings." In each case it was in effect recognised that the problem of the 'meaning' of respondents' statements on class and cognate questions could only be overcome by interpreting these statements in rdation to respondents' overall perception, or image, of their sodety. Thus, in all three studies the eluddation of these images became a central focus of interest. It was generally found that as an idea was built up of the way in which a respondent saw his sodety, and especially its dass struaure, the more clearly the rationale of his answers to particular questions would appear. One was dealing, in other words, with a Gestdt, not with a series of separate and unconnected responses. A close interrelationship was seen to prevail between the individual's perception of his society, his general value system and (insofar as these were investigated) the attitudes he took towards more specific sodal issues. Furthermore, it was in each case revealed that among groups of individuals occupying comparable positions within the social hierarchy, a broadly similar 'sodal imager/ tended to occur, together with a more or less distinctive normative orientation.
In the findings of these studies we have in fact probably the clearest indications that are available of the basic differences in the social perspectives of working and middle class persons and, thus, an important guide to the core distinctions which would be relevant to any discussion of their respeaive life-styles. For this reason it may be useful to set out here-if only in a very simplified way-certain of the major conclusions which were arrived at in all three investigations.
(a) The majority of people have a more or less clearly defined image of their society as being stratified in some way or other; ±at is to say, they are aware of inequalities in the distribution of wealth, prestige and power. (b) One 'polar' type of image is that of sodety as being sharply divided into two contending sections, or classes, differentiated primarily in terms of the possession or non-possession of power (the 'dichotomous' or 'power' modd). Contrasting with this is an image of society as comprising an extended hierarchy of relatively 'open' strata differentiated primarily in terms of prestige (the 'hierarchical' or 'prestige' model). (c) The 'power' model is that most frequently approximated in the images of working class persons-that is, wage-earning, manual workers. The 'prestige model' on the other hand, is that most frequently approximated in the images of middle class persons-diat is, salaried or independent non-manual workers. (d) Those images, at least, which approach at all dosely to one or other of the two polar types serve as the focus of distinctive complexes of sodal values and attitudes. (e) The distinction between these two complexes is chiefly that between two basic themes which may be called the collectivistic and the individualistic (these being understood not as political 146
Affluence and the British Class Structure ideologies, but rather as the raw materials of social consdousness which political ideologies may articulate). The rationale of this linking of collectivistic and individualistic orientations to 'power' and 'prestige' models respectively is not difficult to appreciate. On the basis of the research in question, and of earlier studies of class values and attitudes," it may be illustrated in the following schematic and, we would stress, ideal-'typical manner. Every man ought to make the most of his own capabilities and be responsible for his own welfare. You carmot expect to get anywhere in the world if you squander your time and money. 'Getting on' means making sacrifices. 'As good a start as you can give him'. 'A job that leads somewhere'. 'Many of them had the same opportunities as others who have managed well enough'. 'They are a burden on those who are trying to help themselves'. 'Trade Unions have too much power in the country*. 'The Unions put the interests of a section before the interests of the nation as a whole'.
Working class perspective
One has here, thus, two sharply contrasting social perspectives, each of which comprises a set of internally consistent beliefs, values and attitudes. Whether the same degree of logic would be found in the case of any particular individual may well be doubted: so too may any exact correspondence between 'collectivism' and manual workers and 'individualism' and non-manual workers, espedally in regard to occupational groups on the manual/non-manual frontier. 147
However, in the light of the evidence available, it would seem likely that approximations to one or other of the ideal-type perspectives outlined do regularly occur among social groups with less ambiguous dass and status positions. Our concluding argument here is, then, that in investigating the the possibility of a shift in the ethos of manual workers in the direction of 'middle classness', what is required are further studies on the lines of those that have been referred to; studies, that is, which probe into individuals' basic sodal imagery and their related normative predispositions. Is it in fact the case that the more affluent members of the working dass are now ceasing to tViinlr in terms of 'us' and 'them' and are coming to see the class structure as being more differentiated and more 'open'? Are they at the same time becoming less convinced that the only way they can improve their social position is through collective action and growing more aware of, and concemed with, opportunities for individual advancement? And are they, furthermore, or are, at least, their children, becoming more adapted to the pursuit of such advancement by developing longer time-perspectives, the ability to 'defer gratification' and so on? These are the kinds of question, we believe, that researchers should now be grappling with, rather than performing the all too easy exercise of discovering how many manual workers are willing to 'upgrade' themselves by uttering three syllables.*' IV We have now set out as systematically as appeared possible what we see as the main theoretical issues and research requirements in regard to the economic, relational and normative aspects of the argument concerning embourgeoisement. In the last section of this paper we wish to consider the implications of this argument from another point of view: to attempt to clarify, in fact, the nature of the transition which the idea of 'the worker turning middle class' might be said to entail.
For the purposes of this discussion, we shall start by assuming economic parity between groups of working and middle class persons, and thus concentrate on the other two aspects of the problem that we have distinguished; that is, the relational and the normative. These two components of dass, as we have treated them, may, it so happens, be directly related to a pair of concepts which by now have wide currency in sodological literature: namdy, 'membership group' and 'reference group'. The group with which an individual directly associates is, from his point of view, a membership group: a group with whose norms an individual identifies is a reference group. These groups will, of course, in many cases coindde; but the case that is relevant to our problem is that in which a person progressively dissociates himself, or is dissociated, from the norms of a membership group, and comes to take as his reference group some other group into which he may or may not be sodally accepted. In our view, it is according to this pattern that changes in dass structure, in other than a narrow economic sense, must ultimately be understood-as being, that is, a specific form of the general process by which individuals are attached to and detached from social groups. Tlie following section from Merton's essay on reference groups is spedally pertinent in this connection and may be quoted at length:
'What the individual experiences as estrangement from a group of which he is a member tends to be experienced by his associates as repudiation of the group, and this ordinarily evokes a hostile response. As social relations between the individual and the rest of the group deteriorate, the nonns of the group become less binding for him. For since he is progressively seceding from the group and being penalized by it, he is less likely to experience rewards for adherence to the group norms. Once initiated, this process seems to move toward a cumulative detachment frcsn the group, in terms of attitudes and values as well as in terms of sodal relations. And to the degree that he orients himself toward out-group values, perhaps affirming them verbally and expressing them in action, he onjy widens the gap and reinforces the hostility between himself and his in-group associates. Through the interplay of disassociation and progressive alienation from the group values, he may become doubly motivated to orient himself towards the values of another group and to affiliate himself with it. There then remains the distinct question of the objective possibility of affiliating himself with his reference group. If the possibiltiy is negligible or absent, then the alienated individual becomes socially rootless. But if the social system realistically allows for such change in group affiliations, then the individual estranged from the one group has all the more motivation to belong to the other.'" Interpreted in class terms, this analysis clearly indicates that the problem of 'the worker turning middle class' involves a complex process of social change, rather than some straightforward reaction of the individual to altered economic circumstances. It may well be the case that a certain levd of affluence is a prerequisite of working class embotcrgeoisement, being the essential means of supporting a middle class style of life and participation in middle class society. But it is an error to take up a naive economic determinism, as some writers appear to have done, and to regard working class prosperity as providing in itself a suffldent basis for embourgeoisement. This, we would suggest, may be considered as a real possibility only under the following, rather more specific, conditions. 149 (a) ^len working dass persons are in some way motivated to reject working dass norms and are exposed to, and come to identify with, the norms of middle dass groups. (b) When they are able, furthermore, to resist the pressure to conformity within ±eir working class membership groups, either by withdrawing from them or as a result of these groups for some reason or other losing their cohesiveness and thus their control over individuals. (c) When there are genuine opportunities for them of gaining acceptance into the middle class groups to which they aspire to belong. Following from this, the actual process of transition could then be seen in terms of a model such as that set out below. This is based on the four different positions which result from a cross-classification of the relational and normative aspects of class. The two sets of alternatives in the worker's class situation are postulated as follows: (a) that he has a set of norms which are primarily 'working class' or (b) that he has a set of norms which are primarily 'middle class' and (c) that he is socially integrated into a membership group of the dass whose norms he shares or (d) that he is socially isolated from membership groups of the dass whose norms he shares. Understood in terms of this model, then, the process of embourgeoisement takes the form of a threefold movement: from (A) to (B), from (B) to (C), and from (C) to (D) . Through using a model of this kind it thus becomes possible to reduce the thesis of embourgeoisement to some relatively systematic 150 and unambiguous form, and one in which it could conceivably be tested by empirical research. Moreover, a schematic presentation of this nature has a further merit: that of helping to reveal in the argument various pre-suppositions and assumptions which, on consideration, may be recognised as unwarranted or as unjustifiably crude. Of these, and there are several, probably the most basic is the idea, implicit in all discussion of embourgeoisement so far, that this process entails the assimilation of working class persons to middle class life-styles and middle class society-^which are themselves taken as 'given'. There are two points, at least, arising in connection with this assumption, which call for comment. In the first place, one connotation of the thesis of embourgeoisement, explicated in this way, is that the 'new' working dass is moving towards a middle dass which is unchanging and homogeneous. This, however, is an idea which has only to be stated to be seen as untenable. Apart from the major 'vertical' distinction between the entrepreneiurs and independents on the one hand and the salaried employees on the other, stratification within the middle class is obviously highly developed, though at the same time subtle and far from static. Thus, as we have already implied, it is important that a focus of future research should be on the relationship between the working dass and those specific middle class groups which appear socially least distant from it. There are reasons for believing, for example, that among lower white-collar workers the individualistic orientation outlined above is today somewhat less pronounced than it was previously or still remains in other middle class groups. If this is in fact so, and if it is with this section of the middle dass that the aspiring worker tends to identify, then in this case the occurrence of embottrgeoisement is rendered a good deal more plausible: certainly more plausible than where embourgeoisement must be taken to imply a radical shift in sodal perspective from the collectivistic to the individualistic pole.
However, once one recognises the possibility that the social outlook of some sections of the middle dass may represent a movement away from the 'individualism' which has been found characteristic of this class as a whole, ±en a further and more fundamental issue arises. The idea of embourgeoisement as entailing a process of 'assimilation through aspiration' to middle class values and norms must now be regarded as but one way of interpreting any ongoing modifications of the class frontier. An alternative hypothesis which suggests itself is that this change may be in the nature of independent convergence between the 'new' working class and the 'new' middle class, rather than the merging of the one into the other.
There are several considerations which would lend support to this point of view. Firstly, as we have already noted, it has not been established that the attitudes and behaviour of the 'new' working class are related to aspirations for 'middle dass' status. Secondly, no convincing case has been put forward to suggest how such aspirations might be generated out of the structure of sodal relationships in which the workers in question are implicated. Thirdly, there are facts such as the continuing strength of trade union organisation, and the growth especially of white-collar unionism, which cannot easily be accommodated into the conception of embourgeoisement as this has been developed so far. If the 'convergence' argument is adopted, however, not only does it account for these facts very readily but it is also quite imaffected by the 'new' worker's apparent lack of concern with middle class membership. Spelled out in more detail, this argument would daim that convergence in attitudes and behaviour between certain working and middle dass groups is the result, primarily, of changes in economic institutions and in the conditions of urban life, which have weakened simultaneously the 'collectivism' of the former and the 'individualism' of the latter. On the side of the working class, twenty years of near full employment, the gradual erosion of the traditional, work-based community, the progressive bureaucratisation of trade unionism and the institutionalisation of industrial conflict, have all operated in the same direction to reduce the solidary nature of commimal attachments and collective action. At the same time, there has been greater scope and encouragement for a more individualistic outlook so far as expenditure, use of leisure time and general levels of aspiration are concemed. Within ±e whitecollar group, on the other hand, a trend in the opposite direction has been going on. Under conditions of rising prices, increasingly large-scale units of bureaucratic administration and reduced chances of upward 'career' mobility, lower level white-collar workers, at any rate, have now become manifestly less attached to an xmqualified belief in the virtues of 'individualism' and more prone to collective, trade union, action of a deliberatdy apolitical and instrumental type*" -espedally as the nature rf many manual workers' philosophy of imionism is steadily coming nearer to that which they themselves find acceptable.
Further darification of the idea of 'convergence' may be obtained if we modify our original individualistic-coUectivistic dichotomy in in the way shown in Fig. II . Here we incorporate a distinction between the 'primacy of means' and the 'primacy of aspirations'. Means may be primarily collective action or individual effort: aspirations may be primarily orientated to the present and to communal sociability, or to the future position of the nuclear family. The original ideal-type perspectives are now designated as 'solidaristic collectivism' and 'radical individualism'.*' Orientation to -RADICAL future position of INDIVIDUALISM nuclear family Understood in diis context, then, solidaristic collectivism implies collectivism (mutual aid) as an end and not just as a means. It is typified by an affective attachment to a local dass community as opposed to the utilitarian attachment to a specific economic assodation which is characteristic of what we have called 'instrumental collectivism'. In this latter case, the means are still collective action but they are subordinate to the primary goal of the economic and social advancement of the individual nudear family. The degree to which this family orientation develops, and particularly the degree to which advancement is seen in social rather than in simply economic terms, will of course vary. But in general it may be defined as an orientation to consumption (of goods, time, educational facilities, etc.) which in-volves the family as an independent unit in decisions about its own future.
Although then it may be suggested that the social perspectives of the 'new' working and the 'new' middle dasses are tending to converge in the way indicated, the proviso must at this point be entered that convergence should not be taken to imply identity. It is reasonable to suppose that instrumental collectivism and family-centredness are present in both strata: but it is also reasonable to expect that the relative emphasis given to the two elements will differ from one stratum to the other. This is because for the 'new' working class convergence largely means an adaptation of ends, while for the 'new' middle class an adaptation of means. In the former case, convergence implies primarily an attenuation of collectivism of the solidaristic kind, of which an incipient family-centredness is a by-product. In the latter case, the by-product is instrumental collectivism, resulting from an attenuation of radical individualism. Thus, both the new 'individualism' of the working class and the new 'collectivism' of the middle class, though bringing the two strata into closer approximation, are still likely to remain distinct, in more or less subtle ways, from the attenuated individualism of the middle class and the attenuated collectivism of the working class.
This will perhaps be the more true of the element of individualism; for it would seem most probable that the shift in aspirations among the 'new' working dass will occur more gradually than the corresponding modification of means among the 'new' middle class. We would expect, thus, that the main difference within the area of convergence will be that the new individualism of working class groups will take the form primarily of a desire for the economic advancement of the nudear family, while the attenuated individualism of middle class groups will still be distinguished by a greater sensitivity to status group association and dissociation.
At this point we may retxim to our earlier distinction between the 'privatised' and the 'sodally aspiring' worker. This, it will be recalled, depends on whether the worker, isolated from his traditional dass environment, comes, for whatever reasons, to identify with a middle dass status group. In Fig. II both the privatised and the sodally aspiring worker belong in the lower left-hand box; in both cases, their sodal perspectives are seen as converging with ±ose of the 'new' middle class. They may, however, be distinguished from each other, we would suggest, by the nature of their individualism. In the 154 case of the privatised worker, whatever individualistic outlook he has developed may be regarded as the result of negative factors (the attenuation of solidaristic collectivism) and as tending thus to centre on economic advancement in terms of commodity consumption. In the case of the socially aspiring worker, on the other hand, there is, in addition, a positive identification with middle class individualism and thus a greater awareness of, and concem with, the consequences of total life-style for status differentiation and status enhancement.
In conclusion, we may attempt to pull together the threads of our argument by using the discussion of this paper as a basis for the following, necessarily tentative, views, concerning the probable effects so far of working dass affluence on the British class structure.
(a) The change which would seem most probable is one which may be best understood as a process of normative convergence between certain sections of the working and middle classes; the focus of the convergence being on what we have termed 'instrumental collectivism' and 'family centredness'. There is as yet, at least, little basis for the more ambitious thesis of embourgeoisement in the sense of the large-scale assimilation of manual workers and their families to middle class life-styles and middle class sodety in general. In particular, there is no firm evidence either that manual workers are consciously aspiring to middle class society, or that this is becoming any more open to them. (b) The groups which appear involved in normative convergence cannot be distinguished in terms of economic factors alone. Cenainly, on the working dass side, affluence is not to be regarded as sufficient in itself to bring about the attenuation of solidaristic collectivism. The process of convergence must rather be seen as closdy linked to changes in the structure of sodal relationships in industrial, community and family life, which are in turn related not only to growing prosperity but also to advances in industrial orpnisation and technology, to the process of urban development, to demographic trends, and to the evolution of mass communications and 'mass culture'." (c) Even among the 'new' working dass groups in which instrumental collectivism and family centredness are manifested, status goals seem much less in evidence than economic goals: in other words, the privatised worker would appear far more typical than the sodally aspiring worker. The conditions under which status aspirations are generated may be regarded as 155 still more spedal than those which are conducive to a more individualistic outlook. Thus, we return to the point that normative convergence has to be understood as implying as yet only a rather limited modification of the class frontier, (d) Finally, it is consistent with the above views to believe further that the political consequences of working class influence are so far, at least, indeterminate. The link between 'affluence' and 'vote' is mediated by the social situation in which the affluent worker finds himself. If this situation is, as we believe, in a great many instances one of 'privatisation', and if the prevailing attitudes are those of 'instrumental collectivism' and 'family centredness', the worker's attachment to the party of his choice is (to follow Duverger) more likely to be 'assodational' rather than 'commimal'. That is, his instrumental attitude to trade unionism is likely to spill over into politics, and his vote will go to the highest bidder. It is in this section of the working class that Conservative voting, under present circumstances, is likely to be 'prosperity voting'. But calculative and opportunistic voting of this kind implies a very tenuous political link, and one does not have to conjure up pictures of widespread unemployment to visualise how it might be severed. For once the worker has experienced a rising standard of living, he comes to have certain expeaations about the rightfulness of a continuing improvement in the future. Thus, his present political allegiance may readily be switched if his faDure to realize these expectations is associated with existing govemmental policy. The same logic of 'relative deprivation' may also be operative in the case of the socially aspiring worker although the nature of the aspirations here is rather different. But in so far as his aspirations for a rising sodal status (and not simply a rising standard of living) are not recognised by the status groups to which he orients himself, the redicalisation of his political outlook is one possible consequence of affluence and aspiration which must enter into any estimation of the future alignment of party allegiance.
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NOTE ON CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY
In writing this paper we have experienced difficulties, no doubt like others before us, arising from the conceptual and terminological confusion that abounds in this field of sociology, and this note is an attempt to make clear our own position.
I. Much of the present confusion would appear to stem from a gross misunderstanding of certain distinctions which were originally introduced by Max Weber: namely, the concept.s of 'class situation' and 'status situation' on the one hand, and of 'classes' and 'status groups' on the other. (The most recent, though by no means the only, example of this is the article by D. E. G. Plowman et d.: 'Local Status Systems in England and Wales', Sociological Review, Jtily 1962.) Most obviously, the set of termsclass, status, and power-which is now almost universally attributed to Weber was in fact never used by him. Indeed, the association of 'power' in this way with 'class' and 'status' not only introduces a logical untidiness, but also runs counter to his explicit assertion that classes, status groups, and parties are all 'phenomena of the distribution of power in a community'. Failure to appreciate this point has led especially to a trivialization of his ideas of 'status situation' and 'status group'. More fundamentally, there is an abiding failure to realise that, while 'class situation' and 'status situation' are analytical distinctions referring to different aspects of the position of an individual or category of individuals in a society, the concepts of 'classes' and 'status groups' refer to variable properties of the society itself. The problems which arise in connection with these two distina pairs of concepts are also, correspondingly, different. Weber's idea of 'class situation' is very similar to that of Marx: it includes not only opportunities to gain sustenance and income through the possession of property or skill in different econonaic systems (primarily those in which the inarket is highly developed), but also the life experiences arising from the way in which such opportimities are organised (eg., 'the necessity of complying with the discipline of a capitalist proprietor's workshop'). 'Status situation', on the other hand, embraces not only the chances of certain social groups receiving 'positive or negative social honour', but also those life chances (including opportunities to own certain types of property and to pursue certain types of occupation) that result from the status prerogatives of such groups. In contradistinction to these two concepts, the concepts of 'class formation' and 'status group stratification' are, as we have said, variable properties of societies. Societies may be classified in terms of their degree of class formation (of which 'cotnmunal' and 'societalized' class actions are the main forms) or status group stratification (of which conventional, legalized, and ritualized status groups are the main forms). Now although Weber was much concerned with the relationship between different aspects of inequality within a given society (primarily the inter-connections between 'class' and 'status' situation), it would seem clear from his work that a more fundamental interest was in investigating the conditions which determined whether, and in what fomi, class formation or status group stratification would be predominant. (In this sense, for modem industrial societies, T. H. Marshall's analysis of the impact of 'citizenship' on both the possibilities of class-and status group stratification represents the most significant advancement of the kind of generalization in which Weber was engaged.) This is the perspective we have sought to maintain in formulating our own, more limited, problem. For example, certain forms of class formation and status group stratification may co-exist in the same society and may be jointly affect«i by the same underlying processes of change. From this point of view, our interest is in the nattire and causes of change in the position of the manual wage-eamer that involves simultaneously a weakening of 'communal' forms oi class consciousness and dass behaviour and (possibly) a modification of the predominant lines of 'conventional' status group stratification within the local commtinity. 2. While the above distinctions, properly understood, are of great use, it is at the same time extremely difficult to find a general term in the literature which covers both 'class' and 'status' aspects of inequality-although such a term is all the more needful in discussing modern industrial societies which exhibit the characteristics of neither extreme class formation nor extreme status ^oup stratification. To nieet the need, we have fallen back on the conventional term class stratification. By this we refer to the overall differentiation of populations in terms of both 'life chances' and 'life styles', i.e., to a system of broadly correlated socio-economic inequalities and subcultural differences. This, we believe, dcies correspond to the common meaning which is attached to the word 'class' or 'social class' in both popular and some sociological writing. A related term which is used is class structure. By this we refer to the specific ordering of a system of class stratification at a particular point in time. One can then, of course, speak of changes in the class structure of a society without necessarily implying that it is ceasing to be class stratified.
However, we have not wished in this way to abandon the use of 'class' in a more technical sense after the inanner of Marx and Weber. For this reason we have used the term class position in order to refer to the position of an individual or group in terms of their economic resources and power, and the related constraints upon their condua, (e.g., such as having to work overtime in order to maintain a certain level of income and all that this implies for family and leisure time activities) in so far as these arise from their role in the social division of labour. The connection between class position, so defined, and class stratification is fairly apparent: class position can be taken as the most important determinant of the general life situation of an individual or group within a system of class stratification.
In our paper we have sought to avoid confusion by using the full terms class stratification' and 'class position' wherever this appeared advisable. However, in cases where the context makes the intended meaning obvious! we have used 'class' tout court.
3, ^ The term 'status' has much the same kind of ambiguity as that of class'. Following Weber, one can regard 'status group stratification' as an analytical altemative to 'class formation' in considering the structure of total societies: e.g., an extreme form of status group stratification in this sense would be a fully developed caste system. However, confining attention to economically advanced and predominantly class stratified societies, status group stratification may, for the most part, with the exception perhaps of the highest (nauonal) status groups, be regarded as a property of local communities within the total society. This, at least, is how it has been treated in the present paper. Understood in this way, then, status group stratification refers to the differentiation of populations in terms of groups which are ordered m a publicly recognised hierarchy of prestige and deference, with a distmcuve style of life, and which tend in some degree towards 'closure' (as for example in regard to informal 'social' activities, friendship, marriage, etc.). Where, therefore, the term status is used in relation to an individual or group, it is meant to refer to 'status position' within, usually local, status group structures.
It may be reiterated at this point that class stratification, as defined above, embraces also the phenomena of local status group stratification: these are taken as forming one aspect of class stratification. As we have said, this practice is convement in the absence of any altemative comprehensive term and we have followed it: notably, in referring to the 'relational' aspects of class. However, in using the overall term class stratification, we have tried not to lose sight of the interrelationship between the elements of which it IS composed. The structuring of local status groups and the allocation of individuals between them is importantly related to the form of the division of labour and the distribution of economic power and resources in the wider society. At the same time stratification by economic position and status group stratification may be in tension with each other. Conventional status group stratification, especially in the local context, implies some measure of consensus about the way in which individuals and groups are to be evaluated: the claim to prestige and deference by one party must be honoured by another if the system is to be at all suble. But stratification by class position tends empirically, especially in the wider, non-local context, to be associated with a clash of values, and of interests, between those m basically different class positions. Local status hierarchies may funcuon, as Mayer has suggested, to stabilise the existing class structure by legitimating dass positions; but alternatively, these status systeins may be disrupted as a consequence of the 'intrusion' of conflicts arising from differences in class position that are not capable of being assimilated into the local systems.
4. Turning now to more descriptive categories, we have used the terms working class and middle class. Here we refer to collectivities within the total society, the members of which have basically similar class positions. For the purposes of this paper, we have regarded the rough dividing lme between the working and middle classes as being that-equally rough-between manual and non-manual workers and their families. This is conventional but this is not the only justification. As we try to show m the body of the paper, manual and non-manual employments tend to be differentiated in a variety of ways which will significantly affea the life-chances of their occupants. We also suggest that there are broadly correlated differences in belief and value systems and in behavioural pattems. Furthermore, it would appear from the available evidence that at the level of the local community, the manual/non-manual division tends commonly to be also a line of status group demarcation-this enabling us, incidentally, to refer to 'working class' and 'middle class' status groups. There is, then, we feel, an adequate basis for speaking of 'working class' and 'middle class' in the way in which we have chosen to understand these terms.
One further point arises in this connection. We have sometimes referred to the existence of strata within the working and middle classes or have implied this in such terms as 'lower middle class'. In making such refinements we are taking into accoimt the fact that within the classes we have defined, some variation in life chances will be found-as, for example, between manual workers who have scarce skills to dfer in the market and those who have no more than mere physical labour power. More important, though, we also recognise that at a local level status group stratification may occur not only between but also among those who have basically c<Mnparable dass positions.
5. One final point about all these concepts and definitions. We attach no special importance to the actual terms themselves. The distinctions we have made in the course of this paper have arisen from the needs of the problem we have been discussing. The vital question is whether the concepts used advance the understanding of our problem. 
